
“CHRIST, OUR PASSOVER”   
LUKE 22:7-18; EXODUS 11-13; SUPPORT 

SCRIPTURE 
 

 I.  JESUS AND THE PASSOVER   LUKE 22:7-18 
 A.  Jesus is fulfilling the Torah; He is Torah observant 
 B.  This particular Passover was special to Him 
 C.  It had been arranged ahead of time 
 D.  It has a past, present and future fulfillment 
 E.  It is the last sign before the Exodus begins 
 

II.  THE FIRST PASSOVER   EXODUS 11-13 
 A.  Israel trapped in a gradual, surprising, tyrannical 
  enslavement  
  1.  Bodily, through forced labor 
  2.  Emotionally, through daily defeat and   
   discouragement until it became routine; bent 
   with helplessness to do anything about it 
  3.  Intellectually, as an oppressed people without 
   the privilege of further education 
  4.  Spiritually, surrounded by idolatry and false 
   historical narratives; no personal contact with 
   the God of their fathers; living only with the 
   memory of an oral tradition about the   
   interaction of God with the patriarchs; a ray of 
   hope in remembering the promises given by 
   God to Abraham first and then the other  
   patriarchs; no new revelation left them   
   wondering whether the promises, were true or 
   just repeated fantasies; play along to survive 
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 B.  Enter Moses with the Word of God and the power to 
  back it up 
  1.  Moses brought a message of delivery 
  2.  Confrontation with Pharaoh and 9 plagues had 
   created an enormous tension but no delivery 
  3.  God declares the 10th sign will be the last and 
   will be the redeeming one 
  4.  The 10th sign will be the death of the firstborn of  
   every family in Egypt of human and beast  
   UNLESS… 
   a.  God gave Israel specific instructions to be 
    spared from God’s judgment and set free to 
    begin a new life with Him 
   b.  He gave them a new calendar with   
    appointed times with which to serve Him 
   c.  On the 10th of the month they were to bring 
    a lamb or a goat kid to their home 
   d.  On the 14th of the month at evening they  
    were to kill the lamb, put its blood in a  
    bowl and, using a bundle of hyssop, apply 
    it to the outside of the door frame 
   e.  They were then to roast the lamb, innards 
    and all, over the fire and eat it with bitter 
    herbs, quickly while fully dressed 
   f.  This same day would be a 7 day observation                                                                               
    eating only unleavened bread; by strictest 
    observation no leaven could be eaten or  
    present for those 7 days 
  5.  Death would “pass over” them and spare them 
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“CHRIST, OUR PASSOVER”   
LUKE 22:7-18; EXODUS 11-13; SUPPORT 

SCRIPTURE 
 

 I.  JESUS AND THE PASSOVER   LUKE 22:7-18 
 A.  Jesus is f______ the Torah; He is Torah observant 
 B.  This particular Passover was s_______ to Him 
 C.  It had been a_______ ahead of time 
 D.  It has a past, present and f_______ fulfillment 
 E.  It is the last sign before the Exodus begins 
 

II.  THE FIRST PASSOVER   EXODUS 11-13 
 A.  Israel t_______ in a gradual, surprising,   
  tyrannical enslavement  
  1.  Bodily, through forced l_____ 
  2.  Emotionally, through daily defeat and   
   discouragement until it became routine; bent 
   with h___________ to do anything about it 
  3.  Intellectually, as an oppressed people without 
   the privilege of further education 
  4.  Spiritually, surrounded by i_______ and false 
   historical narratives; no personal contact with 
   the God of their fathers; living only with the 
   memory of an oral t_________ about the  
   interaction of God with the patriarchs; a ray of 
   hope in remembering the promises given by 
   God to Abraham first and then the other  
   patriarchs; no new r__________ left them 
   wondering whether the promises, were true or 
   just repeated fantasies; play along to survive 
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 B.  Enter Moses with the Word of God and the power to 
  back it up 
  1.  Moses brought a message of d________ 
  2.  Confrontation with Pharaoh and 9 plagues had 
   created an enormous t______ but no delivery 
  3.  God declares the 10th sign will be the last and 
   will be the redeeming one 
  4.  The 10th sign will be the death of the f_______ 
   of every family in Egypt of human and beast 
   UNLESS… 
   a.  God gave Israel specific instructions to be 
    spared from God’s judgment and set free to 
    begin a new life with Him 
   b.  He gave them a new c________ with  
    appointed times with which to serve Him 
   c.  On the 1____ of the month they were to  
    bring a lamb or a goat kid to their home 
   d.  On the 1____ of the month at evening they 
    were to kill the lamb, put its blood in a  
    bowl and, using a bundle of hyssop, apply 
    it to the outside of the door frame 
   e.  They were then to r____ the lamb, innards 
    and all, over the fire and eat it with bitter 
    herbs, quickly while fully dressed 
   f.  This same day would be a 7 day observation                                                                               
    eating only u_________ bread; by  
    strictest observation no leaven could be  
    eaten or present for those 7 days 
  5.  Death would “pass over” them and spare them 
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